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Administration Committed to Ensuring 
Religious Organizations a Level Playing Field 

  
"Faith-based groups should have the opportunity to compete on a 
level playing field as they seek to partner with the federal 
government to provide critical social services," said the U.S. 

Conference of Catholic Bishops.  "These proposed (new) rules protect religious liberty, a core 

constitutional right..." (1) 

  
On Religious Freedom Day, the administration issued 9 rules to protect freedom by eliminating 
burdensome requirements, issued in past years, that unfairly imposed unique regulatory burdens 
on religious organizations.  Federal agencies, including the Dept. of Labor, must now ensure that 
the grant-making practices of state recipients of Federal funding comply with the First 
Amendment. 
  
Religious freedom has been an ongoing concern in recent years as anti-faith groups have brought 
litigation against faith-based nonprofits and privately owned companies.  These opponents of 
religious freedom have created much confusion by suggesting that it is illegal or even 
unconstitutional, for religious organizations to participate in federal contracts simply because they 
choose to operate in accordance with their faith.  The end result was a distortion of law that put 
religious contractors at a distinct disadvantage.  Many of them had to make an untenable choice: 
continue operating in accordance with their deeply held religious beliefs or violate their conscience 
just for the opportunity to compete for a federal contract. 
  
"From its opening pages, the story of America has been rooted in the truth that all men 
and women are endowed with the right to follow their conscience, worship freely, and 
live in accordance with their convictions.  On Religious Freedom Day, we honor the 
foundational link between freedom and faith in our country and reaffirm our commitment 
to safeguarding the religious liberty of all Americans." 
                                                                          President Trump, Proclamation, Jan.16, 2020. 
  

(Religious Freedom Day 2020 Proclamation; first liberty.org; christianheadlines.com, 8/15/19; daily 
signal.com, 8/14/19; White House press release; (1) usccb.org/news) 

 

"Freedom is not a gift bestowed upon us by other men, but a right that belongs to us by 
the laws of God and nature."   Benjamin Franklin, Founding Father 
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